ANNEX A (General Instructions / Packing List) to Army National Guard (ARNG) AAC Student Memorandum of Instruction (MOI)

1. General

a. Billeting - Billeting is available throughout the course. All nonresident Soldiers will utilize arranged billeting throughout the course. Local Fort Benning Soldiers are authorized to utilize their current residence.

b. Dining - Meals are provided and per diem will not be authorized during specified dates.

c. Transportation

(1) Transportation will only be provided during the course.

(2) Transportation will NOT be provided to and from the airport.

(3) POV's are NOT authorized during the course; they may be used for arrival and departure to the course.

d. Packing List

(1) The following packing list details the required uniforms and equipment for the AAC. Unit commanders and first line supervisors should pre-inspect their Soldiers before they report to the AAC. As part of the zero day activities, a full uniform and equipment inspection will be conducted. Therefore, students must arrive at zero day in the “zero day” uniform and hand carry all other items. Soldiers who report to AAC without required uniforms and equipment will be released from the course.

(2) All items of clothing and equipment on this packing list will be clean and serviceable. Failure to have any of the below items in clean and serviceable condition (missing fasteners, holes, etc.) will result in the Soldier being denied enrollment into the course. Ultimately, it is the decision of the Air Assault NCOIC as to whether or not the equipment is clean and serviceable.

(3) This packing list prescribes the minimum number of items required for inspection on Zero Day. Students should bring additional items, sets of uniforms, to last the length of the course.

(4) The uniform for the Obstacle Course will be ACUs/OCPs/Multicams (complete), black, tan or green socks, patrol cap (Seasonal), 1 quart canteen (left cargo pocket), ID Tags (around neck), ID Card (left breast pocket).

(a) Camelbaks may be used; however, they do not replace items on the packing list.
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(1) Dietary supplements are not authorized for use by any personnel at any time throughout the course.

(2) No cellular phones or pagers during duty hours.

(3) No fixed blade or folding knives over 4”.

(4) No civilian clothes of any type during duty hours. Exceptions are running shoes and undergarments.
(5) Students will not be authorized to consume alcohol during the course. Tobacco (cigarettes, snuff, dip) will only be allowed after duty hours.

e. Additional Information can be obtained through ARNG Warrior Training Center webpage at: http://www.benning.army.mil/tenant/wtc/aaslt.htm

f. Required Documents

(1) A completed WTC Form 100 must be completed in full and signed by the CDR, 1SG, Readiness NCO and Student. Failure to complete the form correctly will result in the soldier being dropped from the course.

(2) Students must have three (3) copies of their orders.

(3) Students must have a completed PHA within the past year. Students over 40 will have a completed physical within one year.

g. Prerequisites

(1) Recommended by the unit commander.

(2) Successfully completed the 12 mile road march, with prescribed packing list, in three hours, successfully completed an obstacle course similar to the courses standard nine obstacles, Soldier’s uniform and equipment must be inspected for serviceability prior to departing home unit.

(3) Pass the APFT within thirty (30) days of course start.

(4) Any profile that will limit the soldier’s ability to train will result in dismissal from the course. Shaving profile is authorized when accompanied by current profile.
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(6) Soldier’s must be on orders to attend the course and have a current MEDPROs printout.

h. Reporting

(1) Soldiers will report to in-processing with all required documents, ID Tags, ID Card, 1 quart canteen and in the Army Physical Fitness Uniform or sister service equivalent. TA-50 and other equipment are not required for in-processing.

(2) Soldiers flying to the course should be given ample time for travel to ensure they are rested for the start of the course. **No flights will be scheduled prior to 1500 on graduation day.**

(3) Soldiers who do not arrive with proper documentation or arrive late for in-processing will only be entered into the course at the discretion of the Company Commander, Company First Sergeant, or course NCOIC.

(4) Soldiers will be provided meals beginning at the lunch meal on in-processing day. Any meals prior to this time will be the responsibility of the Soldier.
(5) PX privileges are NOT guaranteed. All items should be purchased prior to in-processing. Soldiers will not be afforded the opportunity to visit the PX or Clothing and Sales after signing into the course.

(6) Soldiers who drive their POV more than 100 miles will be required to stay in the barracks the night of graduation before driving back to their unit or HOR.
During equipment inspection Students will neatly place all inspectable items on their **PONCHO** as shown. Once complete the Student will stand to the right of the ruck sack facing their equipment prepared for inspection with their ID card in the right hand and ID tags in the left hand.

**All items will be of military issue**

A. Ruck Sack with Frame

B. Wet Weather Bag

C. Rubber Duck (issued at site)

D. Hot Weather Desert Boots

E. Running Shoes

F. MOLLE FLC Complete

G. 1 Quart Canteen with Cup and Pouch

H. ACH complete (no cover/mounts)  

I. ACU Top (x2)

J. ACU Bottom (x2)

K. Gortex or Field Jacket

L. PT Shirt (long Sleeve)

M. PT Shirt (short sleeve)

N. PT Shorts

O. PT Jacket

P. PT Pants

Q. Full Size Cotton Brown Towel (x2)

R. Patrol Cap

S. Reflective Belt or Vest

T. T-Shirt Tan (x3)

U. Poly Pro Top or Gen III Level 2 Top

V. AA Handbook (issued at site)

W. Glove Inserts (1 pair) X Leather Work Gloves

Y. Watch Cap (foliage) Z Sand Wind Dust Goggles

**T-Shirts will not have any logos or unit affiliation to include Under Armor.**

**Sister Service will bring military equivalent to above items.**

The following additional/optional items are highly recommended to bring to the course.

- Camel Bak with extra bite valve
- Hygiene Kit
- Hand Sanitizer
- Laundry Detergent
- Moleskin Index Cards
- Foot Powder
- Waterproof Ziplock Bags
- D Cell Batteries (4 total)
- Washcloth
- Leatherman Type Tool
- Laundry Bag (mesh or green)
- Wristwatch (Smart watches are NOT authorized)
During equipment inspection Students will neatly place all inspectable items on their PONCHO as shown. Once complete the Student will stand to the right of the ruck sack facing their equipment prepared for inspection with their ID card in the right hand and ID tags in the left hand.

**All items will be of military issue**

FF. ID Card (valid through the end of the course)
GG. ID Tags (x2 with long and short chain)
HH. T-Shirt (tan)
II. ACU Top with the following items (no badges):
   US ARMY Name Tape
   Name Tape
   Rank
   Unit patch (with appropriate tabs)
   US Flag (no IR or subdued flags)
JJ. Uniform Bottom
   KK. Belt (tan)
   LL. Socks (green/tan/black)
   MM. Hot Weather Boots

Students who fail to have all items prior to the 12 mile foot march must notify Cadre prior to the start of the event. Failure to complete the foot march with all required items will result in a NO GO for the course!
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